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Monsters in mini-skirts!Monsters―they're real, and they want to date us! Three years ago, the
world learned that harpies, centaurs, catgirls, and all manners of fabulous creatures are not
merely fiction; they are flesh and blood―not to mention scale, feather, horn, and fang. Thanks to
the "Cultural Exchange Between Species Act," these once-mythical creatures have assimilated
into society, or at least, they're trying.When a hapless human teenager named Kurusu Kimihito
is inducted as a "volunteer" into the government exchange program, his world is turned upside
down. A snake-like lamia named Miia comes to live with him, and it is Kurusu's job to take care
of her and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. Unfortunately for Kurusu, Miia is
undeniably sexy, and the law against interspecies breeding is very strict. Even worse, when a
ravishing centaur girl and a flirtatious harpy move in, what's a full-blooded teenage human with
raging hormones to do?!

About the AuthorOKAYADO is a Japanese manga artist and author who is best known for
Monster Musume.
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Jose Becerril, “Must read series. Love the characters and their personalities and just a great
series to read.”

Victor the Reader, “Monster Musume, Vol. 1 (My Kindle Review). In a world where mythical
monster girls coexist with people, our 20-something male protagonist Kurusu is a volunteer for
the government’s home stay program for these girls and already has his hands full on his guest:
Mia the lamia , a daemon creature. Our beautiful lamia has already developed a huge
infatuation with him and will stop at nothing to win his affections, despite the consequences and
a hot security officer checking in on them. However, he later ends up meeting a flighty blue harpy
named Papi and a spirited Shakespearean centaur named Centorea and becomes their
caretaker and more craziness (and love rivalry) will happen soon.Regardless of its genre, this
story definitely knows its audience and provides many fun characters and funny ecchi moments.
It also doesn’t skip on the fanservice as well. For a first entry, it has enough story, lore and
fantastic art to keep you invested in each page. Can’t wait to see what other cute monster girls
will walk into Kurusu’s already wild life. A (100%/Outstanding)”

Jeffery, “Much better than the anime.. Enjoyed this one. The only down side is I read it in less
than an hour. Other than that, it was great.”

Michael Mirov, “Monsters,monsters everywhere!!. Monmusu is an ecchi harem comedy series
regard limials or halflings intergreation in human soceity. Miia the Lamia resides in kimihito
Kurusu's house (by mistake) as a cultural exchange student that wants to study human society
and needs to deal with things that arent suited for her and she very much loves Kurusu since he
accepted her with no problem whatesoever but hark! Humans and liminals cannot have intimate
relationships! Which makes Miia frustrated and Kurusu trying to cope as they enter crazy and
zany adventures that are filled with fan service and some drama!Looking forward to read more
volumes!”

Awesome-agent-86, “Really good in my opinion.. I was looking online for new manga to read and
I found this. And I am not disappointed. This manga is really good and I really enjoy it. I actually
had this when it came out, but haven't taken the time to review it. But I changed that.Pros.Pretty
funny.Artwork is cool and original.Chapters are long.Characters are interesting.Paperback which
allows easy page turning.Neutral.A bit perverted, but being a 19 year old, I could care less.
Though others might not like It so much.There are some puns that I could do without but I never
really noticed them until someone pointed it out.Cons.There really isn't much plot, but in my
opinion it really doesn't need it. Each chapter is pretty much centered around a different event,
so each chapter has a different plot.So in the end, this is a manga that I will likely get the 2nd
volume to.Ps. Also for people who are considering getting this for someone else, this is a book



that has a T+ rating to it, so it's meant for people who are 16 and up. It's also a book that's more
for the male audience, do keep that in mind.”

Lorenz Zakonan Bishop, “Good story, better fanservice. Arrived in good condition, along with
volumes 2 and 3.The story’s somewhat well written, the fan service is pretty good (though I am
disgusted that Papi is drawn to look like she’s in middle school), and it’s refreshing to see a
harem series where the guy is suffers traumedic (traumatic/comedic) injuries through his
interactions with the girls. Overall, I’d recommend buying the first volume and checking it out.”

Anime Lover, “They live among us. Three years ago those whose existance we considered the
stuff of myth and legend have finally come out of the shadows and have received
acknoweldgement - but they need to learn to interact with humans. Kurusu is the host human for
a very attractive Lamia (a snake girl) and while she has much to learn about the outside world -
one thing she is is incredibly attractive and wants to get closer to him in every way possible,
even though there is a ban against interspecies interactions like that. But when an energetic
harpy and curvaceous centaur also move into his house, can he survive long enough to get
them acclimated to society - or end up a mangled mess?This is Rosario+Vampire meets DearS,
all the characters are well designed and given much thought and life. I enjoyed reading as the
human host not only has to take care of the three demi-humans, but also their government
coordinator. I for one can not wait to see what happens next as the ulitmate threes company
gets underway.”

Joseph Martin, “A Break from your typical Harem. If your a fan of the harem genre, then you
probably know how reused its become these days. You get the obvious main girl who the male
protagonist will fall for, then you have the added in girls, the only real difference between then is
their personalities. In which cases the plot and story become so easy to read into, but not in
Monster Musume! The girls don't have to rely upon distinct personalities, instead you get a
completely different species; each with its own ups and downs. (but mostly ups) The male
protagonist is upstanding, caring, and handles his harem very well; which is another break from
the mold where the male protagonist is so dense you could use his skull to shape diamond. Its
not often I pre-order books, but for this series I don't want to miss a edition! I hope Monster
Musume gains enough popularity to make it to an anime adaptation, even if they pull heavy
censorship for the broadcast version; in which case I'll just have to buy the Blueray too.”

Linus, “King of ecchi titles. Reading this I can't help but wonder why there aren't more manga like
this around. I guess one reason is that some people actually dislike human hybrids and think it
needs to be normal or it is not their thing. For me it is exciting and different with the various
species that show up in Monster Musume. You got a Lamia (snake), Harpy (bird), Centaur
(horse) to start off, and then later various other mythical creatures are added in a good



pace.These creatures are most often female, with the more defining female features prominently
shown in best ecchi manga fashion. I wouldn't buy this for the story, because as far as I've read it
is a typical harem plot where there is no obvious story elements yet. But being a guy who likes
harem manga, this is probably in the top 3 selection.For those who choose titles based on
nudity, I would say this is probably one of those with the highest rate of nudity among titles
released lately.”

Mr. J. James, “Great. It's Monster Musume, if you are a manga fan or even an anime fan you will
have heard of this, they are fun to read and a little tongue-in-cheek, they are rated as teen for
content and my teens enjoy reading then.”

Ella, “really good. got this for my partner as we both love anima and manga and he loves it...
however I would not recommend getting this for anyone younger the 18 as there is sexily
content but its a really good manga”

Lee M. Fosker, “Boobs. Sexy monsters. Boobs. 5/5 would read .... Boobs.Sexy
monsters.Boobs.5/5 would read again.”

The book by OKAYADO has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 909 people have provided feedback.
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